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prawling around all night in this massive 
labyrinth, Assassin’s Creed soundtrack on 
my mind. I made this huge mistake the first 
night I wore this amazing shoes that I haven’t 
tried out before, when I went to bed my feet’s 

was completely full of blisters. But we got the entrance 
in a really great party, Kanye west friends there kind of 
party, I must say we are a fabulous team me and the Weile 
siblings. Anna on the map, Esben making magic skills at 
the door, I felt like we were making a great effort in the 
game of the Laguna. Next day my hangover was insane, 
I went in to the pavilions, saw all of this danish art world 
fam clustering around the national pavilion, I took some 
good steps away and Puff,, I was gone! Went in to this big 
white house with a huge robot arm posing in the center, 
I felt down on the floor, looking at a perfect bricolage of 
YouTube videos, at that point I felt so lucky, It was the 
most perfect set up for my hangover, and I would suggest 
to everyone to find this video by Arthur Jaffa, it really goes 
deep. Out of the darkness the day become hot, sun was 
shinning and there was a sexy vibe, I went to the Brazilian 
pavilion I cried a little of the lioness beauty and was in this 
mood that I thought that dancing would save humanity, 
cute mood, I tell you. After a couple of opening wine, a 
spliff and cigarettes I was ready as ever.
Jon Rafman a little boring, dancing blue men , but I’m sit 
and someone forgot a bag . Jose Santos from philliphine 
I looked his cards up , tree hard disk and a lot of 50 euro 
bills... Polish pavilion quite impressive a big airplane com-
plete stripped, a little scary , and then I turn around the 
corner the artist sits inside the airplane for a interview, he’s 
sittin inside this trash of an art piece wearing sunglasses 
and with long slime hair , omg I almost died of laughing 
. Romania had a wishing well, I took some coins for fun, 
with the money in my hands I had this feeling of coins 
going on holiday, they are made for exchange. They are 
around and especially here in this art show there’s a lot 
of money, like there’s a lot of money in building rockets. 
Exchange or transportation, I had a funny conversation 
with a Russian programmer I met in a train about that, I 
think time and transportation is very connected. Maybe the 
transportation is time/ I’m not sure about this, but almost 
everything around us is a kind of transportation (in all lev-
els)Imagine if we find out what time is.. I would love to 
live while that mystery is revealed.
The nights and days just went on, you need to understand, 
strutting around the most incredible city meeting a lot of 
people you adore and looking at art all days, is really a 
thing I can relate to. I already miss it, Bianca , Marie, Jc , 
Guillaume , Hot mamas, yes and me, being Cindy, Sophie, 
becoming Mira Winding.
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det kosmiske hierarki is a series of art 
activities and exhibitions on the grounds of 
christiania the year 2019-2020. each activity 
will be published weekly in ugespejlet and 

archived in our database at 
detkosmiskehierarki.org
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